ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Big Broadband Is Needed,
Development Officials Say
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A new survey of economic development professionals shows that fiber
broadband is most effective for attracting and retaining businesses.

B

roadband’s ability to attract business can be – and often has been –
oversold. Municipal officials who
want to spur economic activity must understand that not all broadband is equal.
Rather, businesses look for connectivity
that meets their specific requirements,
current and future.
Businesses also look for complete
packages that include location, workforce, transportation, power and other
utilities – which is why broadband is
more effective as part of a well-conceived, well-executed development plan.
To understand how broadband affects businesses’ location decisions, industry analyst Craig Settles conducts an
annual survey of economic development
professionals, sponsored by the International Economic Development Council,
a professional association.
The 2011 survey, the fifth in the
series, includes responses from 431
economic development professionals
around the country. Nearly 60 percent
work for city or county governments or
for related nonprofits; the rest have responsibilities for larger geographic areas.
The survey responses show that
• Fiber broadband is by far the most
effective, cable or DSL second, and
wireless third, in attracting and retaining businesses. (The wireless
technology referenced is generally not
cellular broadband but fixed wireless
that delivers cable-like speeds.)
• Fiber broadband is more effective,
and other broadband technologies
are roughly equal to one another, in
helping existing businesses become
more productive, encouraging the
formation of start-up businesses and
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“Our rural area has one fiber optic line linking
us to the outside world. When it goes down,
we are completely cut off. Some businesses
will not consider moving to our area because
of the undependable Internet service.”
– IEDC survey respondent
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home-based businesses, and increasing individuals’ earning power.
1 Gbps is the minimum broadband
speed needed to lure new businesses,
according to 42 percent of respondents. An additional 35 percent believe the minimum speed must be
100 Mbps or higher. Respondents in
urban areas are far more likely to see
the necessity for gigabit speeds.
Lower broadband speeds are more
likely to be considered effective for
other economic outcomes (retaining
businesses, making businesses more
productive, fostering start-ups, increasing individual earning power).
Even in rural areas, fewer than 10
percent of respondents believe 4
Mbps broadband would have any
economic impact at all, contrary to
the FCC’s position.
Respondents believe broadband helps
individuals attain higher education
levels, improve job skills, transition

to new careers and start home-based
businesses. However, even though
“using the Internet to find a job” is
often mentioned in policy discussions of broadband’s benefits, only 5
percent of survey respondents think
this is the greatest impact of broadband for individuals.
• Private providers or public-private
partnerships are most often expected
to deliver the broadband required for
economic development. About one in
six respondents believes communities
must build and operate public networks to ensure adequate broadband.
• A large majority of respondents (69
percent) believes broadband can encourage individual entrepreneurship
among underserved constituents,
and a similar percentage believes
broadband can be used to harness
home-based businesses into an economic development force. v

Resources
Find out more about Craig Settles at www.cjspeaks.com and about the
International Economic Development Council at www.iedconline.org. You
can download the full report from www.cjspeaks.com/msp/IEDC2011.pdf.
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